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Abstract

Habitats must enable astronauts to survive in an extraterrestrial environment, but the chal-
lenge is not only a technological one: architecture and engineering should be brought to-
gether to create an environment in which a crew can perform optimally. With missions to
Mars in mind, crew mental health becomes a design driver equally important to the support
of physiological functions. We here suggest a habitat concept, MaMBA (short for Moon
and Mars Base Analog), which combines the two requirements. In its basic configuration,
MaMBA consists of six upright cylindrical, hard-shell pressure vessels as main modules and
two airlocks, which are all connected with inflatable corridor modules. We present the cur-
rent state of the design and particularly focus on the laboratory module, of which we have
constructed a mock-up equipped with scientific instrumentation. In the long-term, we plan
to develop this laboratory module into a functional prototype including subsystems such
as the life support system. Eventually, we aim to create a habitat which can serve as a
test platform (for technologies, operations, and procedures) and whose usability is contin-
ually validated through iterative testing with human inhabitants. The habitat is open to
international partners for simulations.

Keywords: human space exploration, habitat prototype, Mars, Moon

1. Introduction

The debate over “Moon First” and “Mars
Direct” seems to be settled in favor of es-
tablishing a permanent presence on the sur-
face of the Moon and testing critical mis-
sion hardware there, before heading on to

Email address:
christiane.heinicke@zarm.uni-bremen.de (C.
Heinicke)

Mars. This plan is reflected by NASA’s
long-term Journey to Mars, but also by
the Moon Village envisioned by ESA’s Jan
Wörner and the Chinese Lunar Exploration
Plan (CLEP) and the announcement of
the China National Space Administration
(CNSA) to build a research station at the
lunar South pole in about 10 years.

Several super heavy-lift launch vehi-
cles are being developed, notably by US-
American companies, NASA, Russia and
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China, in order to transport crews and
hardware to the surface of the Moon. Mean-
while, plans for said hardware still remain
comparatively hazy: for example, most
proposals for lunar and Martian surface
habitats “remain at a conceptual stage”
[1]. Only few of these proposals progress
to advanced “Habitation Readiness Levels
(HRL)” (a term Connolly et al. coined in
[2] with reference to NASA’s Technology
Readiness Levels), i.e. few habitat concepts
are ever built as mock-ups, let alone field-
tested.
The majority of habitats that have ac-

tually materialized, have been built either
for simulating human missions to planetary
bodies (such as HERA [3, 4, 5], HI-SEAS
[6], MDRS [7, 8], or the Mars-500 facility
[9, 10]), or for testing specific subsystems
of a habitat (usually life support systems
(LSS), such as with Bios-3 [11], HESTIA
[12], Lunar Palace 1 [13]). These habitats
are usually the means to the end of con-
ducting missions in a confined environment,
rather than being built for the testing of the
habitat itself. One of the few exceptions
is HERA, which was originally built as a
test platform for both habitat technology
and architecture (see e.g., [5]), although its
design process inherently lead to the facil-
ity being not fully coherent [14]. Other de-
signs such as the Mars Incubator have been
printed at least in part, but not equipped
and inhabited yet [15].
The consequence of these scattered efforts

is that no coherent and functional prototype
for a lunar or Martian base exists to date.
With this paper, we intend to fill this gap
and present a habitat design that can serve
as the basis for a functional extraterrestrial
habitat and that shall be built in the next
years. The name of the habitat is MaMBA,
short for Moon and Mars Base Analog.

Figure 1: Artistic rendering of a habitat based
on the MaMBA concept. One can see two of the
main modules, one airlock and two of the inflatable
connecting modules. The radiation shield is under
construction in this image.

In general, an extraterrestrial base must
be habitable. Habitability is a measure of
how well the base “supports human health,
safety and well-being to enable productive
and reliable mission operation and success”
[16, 17]. Space architects divide habitabil-
ity into the following three pillars (adapted
from [17]): (1) life support, (2) behavioral
health, and (3) safety.

The first pillar falls into the engineer-
ing domains and relates to the overall base
structure, particularly the outer shell and
hatches that contain the internal atmo-
sphere, air revitalization systems, thermal
control systems, hygiene, waste manage-
ment etc. The pressure vessels of HESTIA
at the Johnson Space Center [12] and the
Controlled Environment Research Chamber
at NASA Ames [18] provide good examples
for proven structural design; and bases such
as Bios-3 or Lunar Palace 1 provide insights
into the requirements of bioregenerative life
support systems (BLSS). It has been ar-
gued [19, 20] that a truly permanent and
autonomous base on Mars needs a bioregen-
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erative rather than physico-chemical sys-
tem. It is worth to note that the latter
two bases used large plant growth cham-
bers, while others favor an algae-based or
cyanobacterium-based life support system
(e.g. [20, 21]).
The second pillar relates to psycholog-

ical and social considerations. Histori-
cally, these have often been considered “sec-
ondary to environmental conditioning” [22],
even though, in fact, they greatly affect
crew performance beyond mere survival.
Typical considerations are the distinction
between personal spaces and spaces for so-
cial interaction, light quality, colors and tex-
tures of the interior. Particularly analog
bases that are or have been occupied for ex-
tended periods of time can give valuable in-
sights (some useful recommendations were
summarized in [23]); for example, former
HI-SEAS crews have rated the high ceiling
habitat positively [24], while crews inside
the cramped Aquarius base felt visibly un-
comfortable sharing a tiny table serving too
many purposes at once [24].
The third pillar finally is the safety of

the crew, i.e. a habitat must protect the
crew from environmental hazards such as
micrometeoroids and space radiation, and
from internal safety hazards such as fires,
atmosphere contamination etc. One might
expect that even terrestrial simulation bases
fulfill basic safety standards, however, this
is not always the case (see e.g., [25]). But
even habitats based on more user-friendly
designs similar to HI-SEAS or HERA could
become unusable for an injured crew mem-
ber (for example, by having a ladder be-
tween the hygiene and the sleep compart-
ment that would be difficult to climb with
a broken leg). What is more, while being a
functional pressure vessel, a base like HES-
TIA would become completely uninhabit-

able if, for example, a fire broke out in its
one single module. As Perycz et al. pointed
out [26], it is arguably just a matter of time
until an accident occurs on the Moon or on
Mars that permanently or temporarily in-
capacitates a crew member. Clearly, a lot
is left to be done for the resilience of habi-
tat designs towards contingencies, including
crew survivability and adequate provision to
overcome contingencies [27].
Our goal is to develop the MaMBA-

concept based on the three above-
mentioned pillars. While there are ad-
vanced concepts for the in-situ construction
of bases in the far future (e.g. [28, 15, 29]),
we focus on a habitat that accommodates
first arrivals. For as Cowley et al., who
themselves suggested a habitat design
based on in-situ utilization of resources,
put it, “a terrestrially provided solution
has a lower risk overall and offers a number
of advantages” [28]. Moreover, our base is
designed for an initial crew of 6, but the
concept is flexible and can be expanded
to house larger crews, or crews with other
needs than scientific exploration.
The habitat concept we propose in the

following pages should be viewed as part
of a larger “village”, that is the habitat
must be surrounded by infrastructure such
as a radiation shield, electrical power plants,
and factories for mining in-situ resources, to
name a few. Also, a crew on an exploration
mission will need surface suits to explore the
surroundings of their home. However, we
consider these as corollary systems, and ex-
plicitly limit the scope of this paper to the
habitat itself. We will outline some of the
concepts, such as the concept for radiation
shielding and the concept for the robotic
transport and setup on the lunar surface,
but will refrain from delving into details,
which will be disseminated separately else-
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where.
One major part of our design process is

the construction and testing of a mock-up
of the laboratory as the first module. The
mock-up is currently used for validating the
architectural design, but will later be used
for simulations with different focus. We
built the mock-up from wood, keeping the
inner dimensions exact as those are the di-
mensions the crew is exposed to. The inte-
rior is filled with racks and scientific equip-
ment that was selected with the help of
scientists from various disciplines, includ-
ing geology, biology and materials science.
We have already conducted two test runs
with scientists evaluating the usability of
the laboratory; these results will be pub-
lished later.
We plan to construct further mock-ups in

the future with increasing technology and
habitation readiness levels (TRL and HRL,
resp.); at the moment our design is what
Connolly et al. [2] consider HRL 4 (not to
be confused with TRL 4), which refers to
full-scale mock-ups whose subsystems are
mostly non-functional, but which can be
used for verifying the compatibility of hu-
man operations with the design [2]. This
approach is the major difference to previ-
ous work: We design a functional base that
incorporates the human experience through
iterative testing. Our goal is not to create
a base for simulation, but we intend to val-
idate the base concept through simulation
and testing.
We introduce the overall base layout in

the following section, and then explain the
architecture of the basic module in section
3. In section 4 we describe the construction
of the full-size mock-up of the basic module
and its setup as a laboratory module. We
end this paper with an Outlook (section 5)
of the future steps to be undertaken to ex-

pand and verify the design of MaMBA for
a real mission to the Moon or to Mars.

2. Concept for a functional lunar or

Martian base

We start this section with a brief overview
(sec. 2.1) of the habitat layout and distri-
bution of major functions. We then discuss
technological constraints and design deci-
sions (2.2), followed by decisions dictated
by crew comfort and mental health (2.3).
In section 2.4 we outline some of our plans
for off-nominal situations and recovery from
(sub-)system failures.

2.1. Habitat overview

The habitat we propose consists of six
connected modules which can accommodate
a crew of six. Each module serves one or two
primary functions (see fig. 2), ranging from
sleeping, eating, socializing, and relaxing on
the “habitation” side of the habitat to a
greenhouse, laboratory, workshop, and ex-
ercise area on the “work” side. The group-
ing of the habitat modules is based on the
recommendation to separate functional ar-
eas into “quiet” and “noisy” areas [30, 31].
Generally, work modules shall have two

stories, while leisure modules shall have one
single story with a high ceiling similar to
the HI-SEAS habitat [24]. The high ceil-
ing will help the crew combat the feeling of
confinement. However, in the sleep module
it is necessary to introduce the intermediate
ceiling in order to accommodate all six crew
members.
The modules have a six-fold symmetry

(the hatches are angled at 60➦ to each other,
in theory allowing up to six hatches per
module) in order to allow a greater flexibil-
ity for expansion than the common square
design (see also section 2.3). The minimum
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Figure 2: MaMBA layout with 6 connected mod-
ules that can be locked off from each other in case
of emergency. Each module has one primary func-
tion: (1) sleeping, (2) eating and socializing, (3)
relaxing, (4) greenhouse, (5) laboratory, (6) work-
shop. In addition, there are two airlocks (7, 8).
Note that the three modules on the right are dedi-
cated to work, whereas the modules on the left are
reserved for habitation and leisure.

number of doors in any module is 2 to en-
sure there are always 2 escape routes from
each module. Even though a module could
have up to 6 doors, it is a more efficient use
of space if there are only 2 or 3 doors: each
additional door reduces the space available
for furniture or storage; at the extreme of
6 doors, there is practically no room to
place racks or other items along the walls.
Such a module would mostly serve as a
hub between other modules, something that
should rather be avoided as the passage be-
tween different modules would be blocked if
that hub module failed for whatever reason.
In the basic configuration presented here,

the habitat is centered around the labora-
tory module. However, it is possible to ex-
tend the base to different users, including
tourists or miners.
The leisure or relaxing module is unique

in that it shall have a window: Mohanty
and Imhof [32] argued that, “Getaways can
play a vital role in enhancing the socio-
psychological health of the crew, thus im-
prove the quality of life aboard space habi-
tats and ensure mission success.” Similar
to the Cupola module on the International
Space Station (ISS), the relaxing module
could become a favorite leisure spot of the
crew.Besides, the window allows a view on
the habitat surroundings which may provide
extra safety to early extravehicular activi-
ties in the vicinity of the habitat.
We estimate the interior space of the

MaMBA habitat to be 460m3 (6 modules, 9
inflatable corridors, 2 airlocks). This value
is likely to change when the design becomes
more advanced, nevertheless, it still allows
a rough comparison: In the range recom-
mended for a lunar base by Kennedy et
al. [33] after a review of existing “station-
like” spacecraft, MaMBA is located at the
upper end and slightly larger than the ISS
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(388m3 for a crew of usually 6), which is
regularly supplied from Earth. If one con-
siders the corridors and airlocks, the total
floor area of the full habitat is 173m2 and
thus slightly less than the 204m2 that the
Mars500-crew had, which holds the record
for the longest spaceflight simulation to
date.
Storage volume is available inside the

cylinder ends (90m3, also see fig. 3 and ta-
ble 1 in sec. 3), in the corridor walls (25m3,
see discussion below), in the airlock walls
(53m3) and module walls (120m3), plus
of course inside the racks (72m3), result-
ing in a total volume for storage of 360m3.
We could not find a relevant and depend-
able estimate of the required storage vol-
ume in the litature; the closest estimate is
that of de Weck and Simchi-Levi who ar-
rive at a value of 36.5 t (they only give a
mass estimate) based on their experience
from the Haughton-Mars Project Expedi-
tion 2005 [34].

2.2. Technological aspects

All main modules are hard-shell pressure
vessels in the shape of upright cylinders,
5.20m in diameter and 6.50m in height.
They are similar in size and structure to
the modules used on the International Space
Station (ISS), and could be transported by
super heavy-lift launch vehicles that are in
development such as the Space Launch Sys-
tem, Long March 9, or the SpaceX Starship.
We decided for rigid shell modules and

explicitly against modules made from inflat-
ables or from in situ resources, for the fol-
lowing reasons: First, although we believe
that a habitat should be created from in
situ resources in the long run, we deem the
risk for the inhabitants too high to use a
material that has not yet been tested under
realistic, in situ conditions. Second, while

inflatables are much easier and cheaper to
transport, they are much more difficult to
set up. Once inflated, subsystems and cargo
have to be transferred into the module from
the outside, i.e. through the lunar dust en-
vironment. As long as there is no strategy
for removing dust adhering to objects on the
Moon that has been demonstrated to be ef-
fective, the best strategy for dust mitigation
is to not expose any critical components
to the lunar dust environment in the first
place. Third, rigid modules allow for pre-
integration of all components while still on
Earth, where man-power and replacement
parts are more readily accessible.
The main modules are connected by cor-

ridors formed by inflatable modules [35].
These corridor modules add flexibility to
the design (for example, the habitat could
be expanded with modules that may differ
in size from the original modules), add a
safety buffer between the modules (in case
of fire or gas contamination, the smoke and
gases take longer to spread throughout the
habitat), and facilitate the transport to the
Moon (by being inflatable, several corridors
can be transported at once). If the shape
of the inflatable corridors is perfectly cylin-
drical, their minimum diameter should be
2.4m. Else a width of about 1m would be
sufficient. In the latter case, the walls of
the inflatables offer approx. 25m3 of stor-
age volume, depending on their exact shape.
Once the modules are landed on the lunar

or Martian surface, they need to be trans-
ported to their final location by robots and
then set up and coupled. Given the size
of each module and the expected mass of
several tons, the best solution seems to be a
robot swarm, rather than a single rover [36].
The swarm could consist of simple wheel-
driven platforms with an exchangeable arm
that could later be reused for other tasks, or
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the swarm rovers could be a more complex,
but flexible platform with more degrees of
freedom similar to the ATHLETE design,
where each limb has a quick-disconnect tool
adapter [37, 38]. In any case, due to the
swarm approach, the individual rovers could
be comparatively small, which would facili-
tate later re-purposing.
After setup (or, in fact, during), the en-

tire habitat shall be encapsulated by an
artificial cave (constructed from regolith
[39, 40, 41, 42]). The cave can be similar to
the one shown in fig. 1, although it is likely
more efficient to print the cave walls in hor-
izontal layers, rather than vertical ones as
shown in the rendering.
The cave walls should have thicknesses

of well beyond 1m in order to provide ad-
equate shielding against cosmic radiation.
In theory, the base could be erected inside
a natural cave such as a lava tube, how-
ever, lava tubes are usually accessed verti-
cally through skylights, which would signif-
icantly complicate the logistics of habitat
transport and crew transfer between habi-
tat and the planetary surface. The artificial
cave, on the other hand, would have a hor-
izontal entrance and a precisely controlled
wall thickness. Moreover, the cave would
provide a shelter from radiation for rovers
not currently in use and other equipment, as
would not be possible if regolith was simply
piled up over the habitat modules.
Besides shielding against radiation, the

cave also provides protection against mi-
crometeroid impact and the extreme tem-
perature swings on the lunar surface. The
habitat itself will be in permanent shadow,
but due to the vacuum environment we
expect that the complex still needs to be
cooled with the help of radiators, which
would have to be placed outside the cave.
Power could be provided by either solar

panels or radioisotope thermoelectric gen-
erators (RTGs). Since most mission archi-
tects favor a landing at the lunar South
Pole, solar irradiation would not be an is-
sue for the former option; however, dust
would be an issue both on the Moon and
on Mars. The total power consumption of
a lunar base is generally expected to be
around 200 kW [43]. It would be desirable
to have a consistent power supply in the
base, with the same voltage at all outlets
that is dictated by technological require-
ments rather than regional preferences of
the module manufacturer.
The life support systems are planned to

be bioregenerative (BLSS). Oxygen is gen-
erated by algae or cyanobacteria. These can
be grown efficiently in large, but flat tanks,
where the light needed for photosynthesis
does not need to penetrate deep. Due to the
flat geometry, the bioreactors are located in-
side the wall of the vessels, rather than in
a separate rack like on the ISS (see sections
3.2 and 3.4 for further details).
The space between inner and outer walls

is sufficient: A human requires ∼500 l or
20mol of oxygen per day. Oxygen pro-
duction rates for algae are on the order of
∼1mmol/hr [44], depending on the species
and density of the culture (and other fac-
tors). Thus, ∼1m3 of algal cultures are
needed for each crew member. Given
that this estimate only includes the liquid
medium, it should be considered optimistic.
In any case, the LSS is spread across two to
maximum three modules, such that there
can be at least two independent LSS in
the habitat that both can supply a crew of
six independently. Hence, if one subsystem
fails in one of the modules, that module can
still be supplied via the other modules.
A positive side effect of the water tanks in

the walls is the additional shielding against
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radiation [45]; in fact this design choice was
inspired by M. Cohen’s water walls [46].

Note that a BLSS would be too costly
in terms of launch mass if the goals were
relatively short missions (∼ 1 a or less) to
“only” the Moon [47]. However, since most
consider Mars their long-term goal, rather
than the Moon, we believe that a lunar
habitat should include a BLSS so it can be
tested thoroughly before being needed for a
long-duration mission on Mars (we expect
a Mars habitat to be used for at least 10
years).

2.3. Crew comfort aspects

As mentioned above, the habitat is sep-
arated into a habitation side and a work
side, to allow the astronauts to gain physical
space between themselves and their work.
With its large floor area, the habitat pro-
vides enough room for the crew to find pri-
vacy. The kitchen module is a designated
central meeting place, and the leisure mod-
ule is the designated place for the whole
crew to relax and spend leisure time to-
gether.

The geometry of the basic habitat layout
in fig. 2 allows the crew to view larger dis-
tances (∼ 20− 30m) along the longer axes–
which will counteract the change in vision
that is observed in submarine crews and
other crews who are confined in small spaces
for long periods of times.

Each of the work modules and the sleep-
ing module consist of two stories, while the
leisure and eating modules have a single
story with a high ceiling. The lower stories
house the functions that are necessary for
everyday survival, that is, hygiene compart-
ments, food preparation and intake area,
(some) sleep compartments, and the exer-
cise area are all located on the ground floor.

The upper stories house functions that
are necessary in an extraterrestrial base, but
not for immediate survival: a control room
(for communicating with Earth or remote-
controlling rovers) is located above the labo-
ratory and the greenhouse is above the gym.
The one exception to this rule is the loca-

tion of the medical bay, which is also above
the laboratory. The reason for this is the
need of a crew member seeking medical at-
tention for some privacy, i.e. being “out of
the way” of the other crew members. If they
cannot make it up the stairs by themselves,
they can be pulled up with a stretcher and
a winch.
On a more general level, all upper stories

serve as “quiet corners”, where crew mem-
bers can move if they need to be alone or
concentrate on a specific task.

2.4. Measures against contingencies

Given the ambitious timeline proposed
by major space agencies, it is obvious that
many questions will remain unanswered be-
fore the first crews will enter a permanent
station on the Moon. It can be expected
that several subsystems will not operate as
planned. In order to mitigate the risk to
life and health of the crew we consider ma-
jor failures and contingencies, and direct the
habitat design such that it helps the crew
overcome such major events. We consider
both technical failures (such as gas leaks,
contamination, fire) and medical problems
(especially temporary or permanent disabil-
ities due to injuries or adverse effects of the
lunar environment on the human body).

Modularity. The habitat is split into sepa-
rate modules so that the crew still has a
shelter even if one module malfunctions and
needs to be locked off completely, as could
happen during a fire and would be done on
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the ISS [48]. Moreover, all modules have
the same shape and structure. Their six-
fold symmetry allows various arrangements;
the arrangement shown in fig. 2 is just one
of many possible options. If one module is
defunct beyond repair, it could be replaced
with a new module (although this may de-
pend on the reason for the module failure).

Redundant airlocks. The habitat consists of
(at least) two independent airlocks; each
airlock is capable of transferring the full
crew of 6, in case the other malfunctions.
This means that each airlock must hold a
full set of suits for the crew.

Pressure-tight doors. In order to be able to
lock off any one module, each module must
be equipped with pressure-tight doors. Sim-
ilar to the ISS, these doors may be closed
only when needed. Since the failure may
be a pressure drop on either side, the doors
should use a sliding mechanism, rather than
a hinge mechanism. The door leaf would
be incorporated in the module wall above
the door opening, where gravity would help
shut it (although gravity alone would be too
weak, so a motor would be needed for ac-
celeration). The door frame also contains
the coupling mechanism. In order to in-
crease privacy and prevent sound from trav-
eling between the different modules, light
curtains or ribbons could be placed in front
of the passage.

Second floor. It may seem trivial to require
all functions that are necessary to keep a
crew alive to be located on the ground floor,
but as the examples of HERA, HI-SEAS,
and MDRS show, this is too easy to over-
look: At these three analog bases the crew
sleeps upstairs, while the bathroom and/or
kitchen is located down the stairs or even
down some ladders. It is impossible for a

Figure 3: Laboratory module layout showing the
upper floor (pink), lower floor (orange), upper stor-
age room (yellow), the stairs between the floors
(grey), the LSS inside the module wall (grey), and
the racks (blue).

crew member with an injured foot or leg to
reach all these functions independently (and
perhaps not even with the help of a fellow
crew member).

Distribution of the LSS. The LSS should be
spread across separate modules of the habi-
tat, as described in section 2.2. An addi-
tional safety factor could be the use of dis-
similar LSS, although duplicate LSS have
the advantage of easier maintainability (also
see sec. 3.4).

3. Concept of the base module

Figure 3 shows a sectional view of the
basic module, including the two floors, the
LSS and the racks. In the following section
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(sec. 3.1), we present the dimensions of the
module. Then we will outline—similar to
section 2—some of our design choices, start-
ing with technical constraints (3.2) and con-
siderations to support the mental health of
the crew (3.3), followed by design decisions
driven by contingencies (3.4). Since the
racks used on the ISS (International Stan-
dard Payload Racks, ISPRs) are not suited
for a surface base, we will describe a possi-
ble re-design of the racks for use in a gravity
environment in section 3.5.

3.1. Module overview

The basic module is an upright cylinder,
with an inner diameter of 4.40m, which is
subdivided internally into two floors (2.30m
ceiling height each), and two storage com-
partments in the upper and lower cylinder
ends (approx. 1m high). Some modules do
not have the division into 2 floors, as de-
scribed in section 2.1. the interior volume
of the basic module is 70m3, of which 15m3

are occupied by racks (see table 1).
The habitable part of the cylinder is en-

closed by straight wall segments, such that
the floor takes an octodecagonal shape (a
polygon with 18 corners). Since the inner
and outer walls are about 30 cm apart, the
module offers 20m3 of storage in the walls,
which is mostly reserved for the door mecha-
nism and LSS. There is an additional 15m3

in the storage compartments at the upper
and lower ends of the cylinder.
Each ground floor has an area of 15m2,

whereas the upper floor has only 11m2 due
to the stairs. Approx. 7m2 of the module
area are covered by racks (see table 1).

3.2. Technological aspects

The wall storage of 20m3 is spread across
12 of the 18 wall segments, covering a wall
area of approximately 42m2. The storage

volume is partly reserved for the BLSS (see
sec. 2.2).
The remaining third of the walls is occu-

pied by the passageways, 2 segments for the
doors and door mechanisms for each of the
3 doors. As mentioned in section 2.1, the
minimum number of doors in any module is
2; unless a module is to serve primarily as
hub, it should have no more than 3 doors, to
leave enough wall space for racks and stor-
age. The mock-up described in section 4
has 2 doors plus 1 blind door reserving the
space for the third door that is depicted in
the base layout in fig. 2.

3.3. Crew comfort aspects

Although each module serves a specific
function, all modules have the same basic
design. This enables flexibility: furniture
(i.e. racks) may be re-arranged, brought to
different modules, or re-assembled into dif-
ferent geometries. Flexible interior config-
urations allow the crew to adapt to dif-
ferent requirements, ranging from private
work spaces to activities demanding a lot
of room, such as construction projects or
social group activities. Besides, changes in
interior help the crew break through the
monotony of their confinement and overfa-
miliarization [24].
The ground floor of the base module is

large enough (15m2) to accommodate the
full crew of six at once, enabling the crew
to undertake various tasks and leisure ac-
tivities together, thus enhancing their social
cohesion. The lack of such a meeting space
in the ISS has been criticized by astronauts
[50, 30].
Sound insulation has been a notorious

problem in spaceflight [50] and spaceflight
analogs [12, 24]. The problem could be al-
leviated with resin foam similar to the pay-
load cladding in the Ariane 5 launcher [51],
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Basic
module

Full
habitat

Habitat
per c.m.

ISS Mars500

Pressurized volume [m3] 90 825 138 916 550
Habitable volume [m3] 55 460 77 388 -
Total floor area [m2] 26 173 29 n.a. 204
Circulation area [m2] 19 134 22 n.a. -
Wall area (LSS) [m2] 42 254 42 n.a. n.a.

Table 1: Volumes and areas that are available to the crew. The numbers for the full base include volume
and area of the (inflatable) corridors and airlocks. “Wall area (LSS)” refers to the area available to the LSS,
that is excluding the cylinder segments where the doors and door mechanisms are located. The respective
values for the ISS [49] and the Mars500 habitat [9] are included for comparison. “c.m.” = crew member.

which could be attached to free surfaces
next to racks or even onto racks or wall pan-
els directly. At the very least, it should be
avoided to have large, continuous surfaces
in the interior. For example, rather than
having solid sheets as rack walls, the sheet
surfaces could be broken with patterns (tri-
angular as in fig. 4, or other).

The light concept is based on artificial
lighting—mimicking natural lighting. Ceil-
ing lights in the MaMBA concept are adapt-
able, with the color scheme depending on
the time of day (a more bluish light in the
morning and during mid-day, warmer tones
during the afternoon and evening). This
helps the crew maintain a stable circadian
rhythm (24 h on the Moon, 24.6 h on Mars),
plus, changing color and brightness help the
crew overcome fatigue and be overall more
productive [23, 52]. Lights change automat-
ically, but can be overridden manually. Ide-
ally, the ceiling lights would form a ring
around the center of the ceiling; a more
feasible approximation is to use rectangular
dimmable LED-panels that are arranged in
a ring. There are bright, cold-white LED
lights at the work stations to supplement
the ceiling lights.

A positive side effect of the biological

LSS is the possibility to include biomonitors
such as AquaHab [53]. Besides registering
possible contaminants in the air and water,
the biomonitor can be integrated into the
wall similar to aquariums in restaurants, al-
lowing the crew to feel more connected with
their terrestrial home.

3.4. Measures against contingencies

Removable wall panels. Since the LSS is lo-
cated behind the inner wall, the wall pan-
els of that wall must be easily removable.
We split each of the 18 segments into 3, so
that the panels are better manageable. The
racks can be moved aside easily. At the po-
sitions of workbench racks (see section 3.5),
the middle wall panels can be removed with-
out having to move the racks.

Commonality. We aim to design all parts
such that they can be assembled with one
pre-defined set of hardware and tools. At
the small scale, this manifests in a lim-
ited selection of screws, at the larger scale,
the commonality should lead to re-using the
same parts and subparts for the LSSs in
each module [54], thus reducing the num-
ber of spares to be taken. Even if there
is no spare (left), parts may be taken from
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similar systems in other modules–for ex-
ample, a pump from an otherwise broken
water reclamation system may be salvaged
to repair another water reclamation system
whose pump is broken.

Quick escape. In case of emergency, the
crew may choose to evacuate the upper
floor via an escape pole, rather than de-
scend the stairs. Gravity on the Moon is
so low (1

6
g) that one would have to jump

from six times the height as one would
on Earth to achieve the same momentum

(mv = m
√

2(1
6
g)(6h)). In other words,

if we assume the upper floor to be 2.40m
above the ground floor for the sake of sim-
plicity, then jumping from the second floor
at h = 2.40m on the Moon corresponds to
jumping from 40 cm on Earth, or not even
common chair height (the height on Earth
corresponding to h = 2.40m on Mars is
0.9m, or desk-height). However, the long
duration of the 2.40m fall on the Moon
(1.7 s) is likely to make the fall itself less
controllable. The escape pole would help
stabilize the jump.

Navigation under limited visibility. The
crew must be able to navigate the habitat
even with limited visibility due to smoke,
light failures, or damage to their visual
system. Each module has its own color
which helps differentiate the different mod-
ules; each exit from a module is labeled with
the color of the module the exits leads to.

3.5. Racks

As mentioned above, the ISPRs that are
currently used on the ISS are not suited for
a gravity environment: Their mass (104 kg)
and geometry make it difficult for humans
to move them in a gravity environment and
through narrow passage ways. Instead, we

Figure 4: Rack layout. There are three different
rack types which are assembled from the same set of
standardized items: workbench racks that provide a
work area, tall racks that provide storage space and
(some) additional work space, and hanging racks
that provide additional storage space for smaller
items. Please see figure 6 for a photograph of the
actual setup.

suggest reducing the size of the racks to
more manageable dimensions: to a width of
19 inches (48.3 cm) plus the thickness of the
outer aluminum profiles (in our case 4 cm,
but this is subject to optimization).
We expanded on the flexibility of the

Random Access Frame design [55], but have
refrained from the monolithic, ISPR-based
design and separated our racks into 3 types,
somewhat similar ergonomically to a stan-
dard household kitchen—in fact, the racks
are supposed to be used not only in the
laboratory, but in the kitchen module, as
well. The rack types are: bench-size rack,
tall racks, and hanging rack.
The workbench racks have stainless steel

surfaces at a height of 1m, whereas the tall
racks extend from the ground almost all the
way to the ceiling, with a total height of
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225 cm. Both rack types have 10 cm stands
to allow for better interior ventilation and
room for the crew’s feet. The tall racks are
assembled by mounting a top piece onto a
bench rack.
The hanging racks have a height of 60 cm,

which is the same as the height of the bench
racks minus two drawers. The depth of
bench and tall racks is 60 cm, while the
hanging racks are only 30 cm deep to make
room for the heads of the crew.
The rack walls are made of steel sheets

with holes that allow for better ventilation
and that give room for the crew to at-
tach items to the sheets (with ties, strings,
etc.). All shelves can be adjusted in height,
but the doors and walls have two standard
heights that fit either (1) bench rack and
lower half of a tall rack or (2) hanging rack,
upper part of a tall rack, and lower part a
tall rack if supplemented with drawers.
Tall racks could be enclosed in side walls

and doors over the entire height (as the tall
rack with the sink on the left in fig. 6), or
they could be left open mid-height (as the
two other tall racks fig. 6), effectively en-
larging the working space and creating a
more open space.
The racks are made from aluminum and

have thus to be grounded. Bench tops are
made from stainless steel because it is both
durable and can easily be sterilized for sci-
entific experiments. A small extra table can
be extended from below the work bench to
increase the work area.
All racks have a rectangular base area,

which allows them to be pulled away from
the wall without having to move neighbor-
ing racks. The resulting almost triangular
gaps between the racks are closed with small
“flaps” that are placed between the bench
tops to create a continuous work area. Ex-
tendable rolls make it even easier to remove

the racks from the walls.

In addition to the racks at the walls of
the module, it is recommendable to have ei-
ther further racks or a table at the center
of the room. In the lab, this may provide
extra room for work, in the kitchen this ta-
ble would serve as the common eating and
meeting place.

4. Laboratory module concept and

mock-up

Figure 5: Photo of the mock-up exterior. The
two-story mock-up is constructed from wood and
dry wall and located inside Hall 2 of the ZARM.

The laboratory module was constructed
as a mock-up in the first half of 2019. Fol-
lowing the construction, four scientists vol-
unteered as test subjects and conducted a
set of experiments according to pre-written
protocols. Based on the feedback from the
first test run, we improved the mock-up in-
terior in the subsequent months. Finally, we
conducted a second test run with three sci-
entists to validate the changes to the mock-
up. The results from both test runs will be
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Figure 6: Photo of part of the laboratory module
interior with seven racks: full-size water and stor-
age racks, four bench-size racks and hanging racks
forming two work spaces. Depth perception camera
is visible in the top middle of the photo, aiming at
the opposite line of racks between doors 1 and 2.

published elsewhere; here we will focus on
the design status at the second test run.
In the following section, we present the

mock-up structure (sec. 4.1). We then de-
scribe the laboratory racks (sec. 4.2) and
the equipment (sec. 4.3) that was used by
the scientist-volunteers for the test runs. Fi-
nally, we present the equipment that we
used to evaluate the scientists’ movements
and the ergonomics of the laboratory inte-
rior (sec. 4.4).

4.1. Set-up

Geometrically, the mock-up resembles the
laboratory module (module 5 in fig. 2),
has two exits plus one blind door (all doors

would normally lead to the other modules
of the habitat), and two stories. The labo-
ratory is located in the ground floor.
The entire support structure is con-

structed from wood and clad with dry wall.
Since the load-bearing parts of the structure
need to be thicker than if they had been
built from metal, the mock-up is slightly
larger than the actual design. However, the
interior dimensions are the same, that is,
the inner diameter is 4.40m and the space
in the wall is roughly 30 cm. Ceiling height
is 2.30m, although the ceiling itself is 40 cm
thick.
Electrical systems are Earth based and

European standard—we explicitly left out
the questions of what voltage will be avail-
able on the Moon and what shapes the plugs
and outlets will have (at least for now) and
selected a standard that allows us to pur-
chase our lab equipment (see sec. 4.3) off-
the-shelf. Each wall segment accommodates
six outlets: one for the racks and the equip-
ment inside the racks close to the ground,
two next to the hanging racks, mostly for
the workplace light, and three above the
work areas for laptops and other tabletop
equipment.
Sensors are located on the walls above the

work benches and record temperature, hu-
midity, pressure and concentrations of CO2,
O2, and CO. There are further sensors in
the (currently unused) upper story, in the
bottom storage compartment and on the
outside wall of the mock-up; power con-
sumption can be recorded at pre-defined in-
tervals. All sensors can be read from an in-
terface inside the mock-up or from the out-
side via VPN.
All wall segments are labeled and at-

tached with screws with star knobs to be
easily removable. The racks were built from
standard aluminum profiles and associated
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accessories as described in section 3.5. At
the bottom, they have a switch mecha-
nism to either rest them on their stands or
to lift them slightly and set them on two
wheels. In fact, our scientist test subjects
who were untrained in the mock-up wall sys-
tem were able to remove both the racks and
the wall panels to reach the wall space be-
hind within a few minutes, following an in-
struction manual.
One rack is dedicated to supplying the

crew with water. As there is no water recla-
mation system inside the mock-up (yet),
our low-threshold solution are off-the-shelf
tanks filled with distilled water that are
placed above a standard stainless steel sink
which drains into another tank. Since the
lab water is used for laboratory purposes
only (and not for consumption or hygiene
other than washing hands), the typical wa-
ter usage does not exceed a few liters per
day.
The lights are as described in sec. 3.3. In

the case of a power outage (e.g., when the
emergency shut-off is activated), a battery-
powered emergency lighting system turns
on guiding the way through the mock-up.

4.2. Racks

The racks are constructed from aluminum
profiles, with thin stainless steel sheets as
side walls and doors. The steel sheets have
triangular holes that serve multiple pur-
poses: (1) saving mass, (2) reducing sound
reflection off the walls, and (3) providing
space for attaching items with hooks or ca-
ble binders or similar.
The steel of the bench tops is slightly

magnetic; it can be held in place on top of
the rack frame with thin magnetic strips.
These strips also prevent the bench tops
from rattling, but still allow the flaps to be
removed very easily so that the whole rack

can then be pulled out from its position and
away from the wall.
During the test runs, the open design of

the tall racks turned out to be more flexi-
ble than anticipated: For example, the crew
darkened one of the middle compartments
for some IR-spectrometry experiments with
the help of a simple towel attached to the
aluminum frame.
A glovebox is placed on a mobile table

for work with hazardous materials such as
regolith, and with biological materials that
are susceptible to contamination. The crew
may remove the glovebox and use the extra
central work space as needed. It is planned
to later integrate the glovebox into one of
the racks.
We also plan to add pull-out tables to give

more surface area for working. These ta-
bles can be used while seated, different from
the workbench racks which can only be used
while standing.

4.3. Laboratory equipment

Although we anticipate that a laboratory
on the Moon or on Mars can accommo-
date pre-integrated experiments similar to
the ISS, we suggest that the base laboratory
shall be used additionally, if not primarily,
for investigations and analyses that would
otherwise be impossible or at least imprac-
tical. We expect the laboratory to be used
for the following three primary purposes:
(1) experiments utilizing the lunar/Martian
environment (reduced-gravity, vacuum, and
radiation, as in e.g. [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]),
(2) analyses of samples of lunar rock and
regolith in high numbers and masses, (3)
preliminary analyses and selection of sam-
ples to be sent to Earth for more detailed,
specialized analysis.
Besides geology, we expect the main

scientific disciplines represented in a lu-
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nar or Martian laboratory to be materials
sciences, astrochemistry, astrobiology, and
medicine/human physiology.
For such a laboratory, it is required that

a selection of “basic” equipment that is rel-
evant for one or more disciplines is made
available, supplemented perhaps with a lim-
ited number of pre-assembled experiments
similar to experiments on the ISS today.
We have developed a list of equipment that
would satisfy the needs of the above men-
tioned disciplines [61, 62]. There, we had
determined three categories of equipment
(I-III), of which the first two were consid-
ered as “must have” by more than one dis-
cipline and “necessary” by one of the above
mentioned disciplines. Those two categories
are repeated in table 2. An updated list is
in preparation [62].
Our final selection of instruments for the

MaMBA-laboratory is a compromise of this
list, additional requirements made by the
scientist volunteers for their specific experi-
ments, and budgetary constraints (see table
2). For example, we included more equip-
ment for biological experiments, as the costs
could be shared with the Laboratory of
Applied Space Microbiology of the ZARM,
while much of the materials science equip-
ment was substituted by pre-integrated ex-
periment that had originally been built for
the Bremen Drop Tower.

4.4. Simulation equipment

Two depth-perception cameras are placed
on two opposite racks such that the en-
tire work place is monitored. This enables
the extraction of the 3D position data of
the test subjects automatically and subse-
quently to create “heat maps” of where in-
dividuals spent most time and thus which
racks and rack compartments where used
the most.

Instrument RecommendationActual
inven-
tory

Optical microscope x x
UV-Vis-IR spectroscope x x
Raman spectroscope x x
Scales x x
Environmental sensors x x
Glovebox x x
Fluorescent microscope x
Scanning Electron
Microscope + Energy
Dispersive X-Ray Analysis

x

Gas chromatograph +
mass spectrometer

x

Crushers x
Sieves x
Shaker x x
Centrifuge x x
DNA sequencer x x
Biosensor arrays x x
Oven x x
Strength and hardness
meas. dev.

x

Rock cutter + polisher x
Thin section cutter x
X-Ray Diffractometer x
3D printer x
Gel imager x
Electrophoresis system x
Desiccator x
Microwave x
Heating/Cooling dry block x
Refrigerator x
Freezer x
Autoclave x
Drop capsule x

Table 2: Overview of the category I and II equip-
ment suggested in [61] (‘x’ in the 2nd column) and
included in the mock-up (‘x’ in the 3rd column).
The materials science equipment was replaced by a
single materials science experiment pre-integrated
into a drop capsule of the Bremen Drop Tower that
replaced one of the racks.
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Test subjects wear color-coded lab coats,
and standard laboratory safety equipment.
A common user interface (into which the

sensor interfaces are integrated) is accessi-
ble via web browser and can be used to de-
liver the crew (and researchers) with data
or questionnaires at the end of a test run.
We have incorporated a conversational

user interface which mimics an artificial
intelligence (AI). The interface is dubbed
Marvin and supports the crew in their ex-
ecution of the experimental protocols. Pre-
liminary results have been published re-
cently [63, 64], a more in-depth analysis is
in the works. Generally, the simulated AI
has been used for retrieving technical infor-
mation (e.g. requesting material properties
of specific chemicals), resolving scheduling
issues, and trouble shooting.

5. Outlook

MaMBA aims to combine engineering
and architecture to create a habitat proto-
type that is both technologically functional
and human-centered in design. As such it
is necessary to validate its concepts with
humans in the loop during their develop-
ment, rather than validate any (semi-)final
design: Our approach is to “inhabit, im-
prove, inhabit” in the style of NASA’s “fly,
fix, fly” [65]. We therefore built our lab-
oratory mock-up as a blueprint of the ba-
sic module, which can later be replicated to
form the full habitat.
Before aiming for replication, however, we

intend to (1) validate the usability of the
design from a human factors stand point
and (2) consecutively replace various com-
ponents and subsystems (such as the pres-
sure vessel for the wooden shell, functional
LSS for the current AC, or advanced elec-
trical systems) to reach a higher TRL and

thus a higher HRL. Following test uses of
the laboratory mock-up presented here, we
thus plan to construct (2a) a mock-up air-
lock for testing ingress and egress technolo-
gies and procedures, and (2b) a pressure-
tight version of the basic MaMBA module.
The mock-up and its successors shall be

used as a testbed for subsystems, operations
and procedures here on Earth. We expressly
invite scientists and engineers worldwide to
both integrate subsystems for testing and
inhabit the mock-up to help create a proper
prototype for an extraterrestrial base. Pos-
sible test areas include, but are not limited
to:

• life support functions (mostly oxygen
production),

• communication/data transfer systems,
• energy production, storage, and distri-
bution,

• vacuum systems (pumps, hatches, air-
locks),

• robotics (habitat setup, maintenance,
crew support inside the habitat)

• human-computer interaction,
• operations under time delay, and
• interior design.
When fully constructed, the MaMBA

habitat is planned to be similarly open to
the international scientific and engineering
communities, with the additional scope of:

• life support functions (including wa-
ter reclamation, food production, and
waste management),

• surface suits,
• planetary protection and dust mitiga-
tion.

The current duration of simulations is
several hours continuously, although this
could be extended to multi-day (overnight)
stays relatively easily with the mock-up.
In its final six-module form, the habitat is
planned to be able to accommodate a crew
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of six for significantly longer periods of time.
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similar systems in other modules–for ex-
ample, a pump from an otherwise broken
water reclamation system may be salvaged
to repair another water reclamation system
whose pump is broken.

Quick escape. In case of emergency, the
crew may choose to evacuate the upper
floor via an escape pole, rather than de-
scend the stairs. Gravity on the Moon is
so low (1

6
g) that one would have to jump

from six times the height as one would
on Earth to achieve the same momentum

(mv = m
√

2(1
6
g)(6h)). In other words,

if we assume the upper floor to be 2.40m
above the ground floor for the sake of sim-
plicity, then jumping from the second floor
at h = 2.40m on the Moon corresponds to
jumping from 40 cm on Earth, or not even
common chair height (the height on Earth
corresponding to h = 2.40m on Mars is
0.9m, or desk-height). However, the long
duration of the 2.40m fall on the Moon
(1.7 s) is likely to make the fall itself less
controllable. The escape pole would help
stabilize the jump.

Navigation under limited visibility. The
crew must be able to navigate the habitat
even with limited visibility due to smoke,
light failures, or damage to their visual
system. Each module has its own color
which helps differentiate the different mod-
ules; each exit from a module is labeled with
the color of the module the exits leads to.

3.5. Racks

As mentioned above, the ISPRs that are
currently used on the ISS are not suited for
a gravity environment: Their mass (104 kg)
and geometry make it difficult for humans
to move them in a gravity environment and
through narrow passage ways. Instead, we

Figure 4: Rack layout. There are three different
rack types which are assembled from the same set of
standardized items: workbench racks that provide a
work area, tall racks that provide storage space and
(some) additional work space, and hanging racks
that provide additional storage space for smaller
items. Please see figure 6 for a photograph of the
actual setup.

suggest reducing the size of the racks to
more manageable dimensions: to a width of
19 inches (48.3 cm) plus the thickness of the
outer aluminum profiles (in our case 4 cm,
but this is subject to optimization).
We expanded on the flexibility of the

Random Access Frame design [55], but have
refrained from the monolithic, ISPR-based
design and separated our racks into 3 types,
somewhat similar ergonomically to a stan-
dard household kitchen—in fact, the racks
are supposed to be used not only in the
laboratory, but in the kitchen module, as
well. The rack types are: bench-size rack,
tall racks, and hanging rack.
The workbench racks have stainless steel

surfaces at a height of 1m, whereas the tall
racks extend from the ground almost all the
way to the ceiling, with a total height of
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